
‘A LITTLE CURIOSITY’ 
June Rehearsal Reminder and Important Information! 

*Schedule subject to change per the discretion of the director 
 

SATURDAY, JUNE 9th 

Blocking/staging rehearsal (no costumes) @ 11:00am-12:30pm (Studio A) @ DANCE FUSION NW 
 

TUESDAY, JUNE 12TH 
A Little Curiosity in costume @ 4:00-5:30 (Studio A) @ DANCE FUSION NW 

 

FRIDAY, JUNE 15th     
A Little Curiosity! @ THE RIDGEFIELD PERFORMING ARTS CENTER 

Rehearsal on stage @ 4:00-5:00 
6:30PM OPENING NIGHT PERFORMANCE! 

 

SATURDAY, JUNE 16TH    
A Little Curiosity! @ THE RIDGEFIELD PERFORMING ARTS CENTER 

12:00PM PERFORMANCE (Arrive at theater by 11:15am) 

 
IMPORTANT THIS WEEK…. 

 
1. WEAR YOUR RECITAL COSTUMES TO CLASS!  Portrait Week is June 4th-9th!  Amy Rich is a phenomenal 

photographer and gets amazing keepsake photos of these little nuggets!  Pictures will be taken during or 
just before or after dancers regular class times. Attached is the detailed schedule and order form.  Please 
bring the order form filled out and ready to go.  Use separate forms for multiple classes.  (My personal 
favorite is the Memory Mate – it has their class photo as well as their individual shot).  PLEASE NOTE:  If 
your little one is in a Tuesday morning class, your photo session has been scheduled for Monday 
morning. Please refer to attached schedule!  

2. HAIR AND MAKEUP! For pictures next week, just do light stage makeup (lipstick, a little eyeliner/mascara 
and blush).  Curl hair and pull back off face in either a half up/half down hairdo, bun or high ponytail.   
For the shows, we will stick with the half up do.  For more info, visit our website at  
www.dancefusionnw.com.  Click on Parent Resources and Recital 101.  It’s hairstyle  #4.  There are also 
make up tips, etc.  	 

3. DIGITAL MEDIA!  On your June invoice, you will see a Digital Media Package.  This is a new feature and 
quite amazing.  For $35.00 you will receive digital links to download 1). A professionally filmed and 
edited recording of the show by Bobby P Productions (our senior kids still have viewing parties of all their 
old shows J), and 2). Live show photos shot during the performance by professional photographer Troy 
Wayrenen.  (Former Columbian photographer and incredible).  Electronics, recordings and pictures aren’t 
permitted during performances, but even if they were, the lighting makes it very difficult to get anything 
good.  This way, you sit back and enjoy and let the professionals take care of the rest!   If you would 
prefer just one or the other, live show photos are $15.00 and the DVD is $25.00.  

4. FLOWERS!  To make your little dancer’s day even more special, we have gorgeous farmer’s market 
bouquets available for purchase the day of the show.   

 
We are getting really excited for the shows and can’t wait to share their hard work and  

lots of first performances with you!!! 


